
 2020 HOLIDAY GIFTING





Pack up the sleigh,

feed the reindeer,

we’ve been eagerly waiting, 

the big day is here! 

The presents are wrapped 

and finished with bows. 

We’ll sneak through the chimney, 

right under their nose. 

For the girls and the boys, 

both naughty and nice, 

we have something special, 

just perfect, just right. 

We can’t wait to see 

that look in their eyes, 

as they rip open presents 

to find a surprise!





2020 HOLIDAY COLLECTION2020 HOLIDAY COLLECTION
SANTA TRACKERSANTA TRACKER

inspired by santa’s magical christmas eve journey, this inspired by santa’s magical christmas eve journey, this 
collection draws on some of our favourite comforting collection draws on some of our favourite comforting 

holiday flavours, and colourfully festive lights.holiday flavours, and colourfully festive lights.

from gingerbread to candy canes, and hot chocolate to from gingerbread to candy canes, and hot chocolate to 
spiked egg nog, this 6 flavour collection is packed full spiked egg nog, this 6 flavour collection is packed full 

of nostalgic flavours and textures.of nostalgic flavours and textures.

available in 6pc and 12pc boxesavailable in 6pc and 12pc boxes



AWARD-WINNING 
TRADEMARK COLLECTION

a collection of our award-winning 
chocolates, including fisherman’s 

friend, tropical crunch, green curry, 
dark + stormy, the whole cherry, 

and everyone’s favourite - the salted 
chocolate caramel.

the ultimate box of chocolates to 
treat the ultimate chocolate lover 

on your list!

available in 12pc boxes



POLYGON BARSPOLYGON BARS
our uniquely designed chocolate bars are cast in a custom designed mold our uniquely designed chocolate bars are cast in a custom designed mold 

that’s inspired by Vancouver’s North Shore mountains. that’s inspired by Vancouver’s North Shore mountains. 
  

available in a variety of flavour combinations to satisfy every chocolate available in a variety of flavour combinations to satisfy every chocolate 
lover on your gifting list. for the ultimate gift, choose any 12 bars and add a lover on your gifting list. for the ultimate gift, choose any 12 bars and add a 

customized wooden gift box. customized wooden gift box. 





LUMP OF COAL

you’ll want to be on everyone’s naughty 
list this year, in hopes of finding our ‘lump 

of coal’ in your stocking. a returning 
favourite in our annual holiday collection, 

this delectable candy bar is filled with 
layers of dark rum caramel, eggnog 

ganache, and a sparkling pecan praline, 
then rolled in 66% dark chocolate and 

dusted with coconut ash



PEPPERMINT CRUNCH
POLYGON BAR

starting with a cooling peppermint-infused white 
chocolate meltaway, we’ve mixed in crushed candy 

cane and roasted cocoa nibs, then wrapped everything 
up inside a 66% dark chocolate shell



PEPPERMINT
PATTIES

we’ve taken our creamy, house-made 
peppermint fondant and enrobed it in a 
thin layer of 66% dark chocolate for a 
delicious update to this holiday classic





RUDOLPH’S NOSE

hop in the sleigh, rudolph’s taking us on vacation! a new addition to 
this year’s holiday collection, this candy bar is filled with a tropical fruit 
caramel, coconut meltaway, and caramelized coconut praline, all hidden 

inside a 66% dark chocolate shell and given a shiny red finish



CINNAMON - PECAN
POLYGON BAR

we’ve taken roasted pecans 
and candied them with a 
mixture of brown sugar 
and cinnamon, then packed 
them into a bar of 46% milk 
chocolate for a comforting 
holiday snack



ORDER DETAILS

Holiday products will be available in our shop and for pickup or delivery on November 25th, 2020

Due to the high volume of orders during our Holiday Season, 
we require payment in full to confirm your order, and to guarantee a delivery date.

Please refer to our website for pricing information and further product details.

VOLUME DISCOUNTS
For all orders of more than $1,000 (before tax and additional charges) we offer a 10% discount.

CANCELLATION POLICY
All of our products are made to order to ensure optimal freshness. 

As such, our cancellation policy is as follows:

* Orders cancelled less than 14 days prior to the requested delivery date are not eligible for a refund
* Orders cancelled with more than 14 days notice prior to the requested delivery date are subject to a 5% administrative fee

ORDER GUARANTEE
Order requests received after November 30, 2020 are handled on a case-by-case basis, and are subject to capacity.

CUSTOM PACKAGING
Product packaging can be customized for corporate orders. 

Please email us - info@beta5chocolates.com - with details of your request and any reference images



409 INDUSTRIAL AVE
VANCOUVER, BC
V6A 2P8

604.669.3336
info@beta5chocolates.com

@beta5chocolates
beta5chocolates.com


